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Summary 

This paper presents a case study of oil sands reservoir characterization using resistivity and density seismic 

volumes estimated from multicomponent seismic data. These estimated volumes have been evaluated and 

improved with additional statistical methods. 

The Lower Cretaceous McMurray Formation reservoir in this study is located in the Athabasca Oil Sands region of 

the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin of Alberta. For this study, we imaged the reservoir heterogeneity by 

integrating high resolution multicomponent 3D seismic data with core information and well data. The workflow for 

density and resistivity seismic estimation from inversion of multicomponent seismic data was previously presented 

by Dumitrescu* et al (2014) and Mayer** et al (2014). Key problems solved include excellent pay characterization, 

correct flank water mapping and accurate identification of high versus low oil saturation in zones with high salinity 

bitumen sand. 

The joint PP-PS inversion of the prestack seismic data produces the best estimates of P-impedance, S-impedance 

and density, allowing for excellent reservoir characterization.  

Neural network analysis is used to enhance the resolution of the elastic properties estimated from joint PP-PS 

prestack inversion, and to estimate petrophysical and engineering properties such as porosity, resistivity and oil 

saturation. In all neural network analyses, the most significant seismic attributes include converted-wave 

information.  

Some of the results are: 1. Converted-wave seismic data have a major role in oil-sands reservoir characterization; 

2. Estimated density volume distinguishes sands from non-reservoir facies; 3. Estimated resistivity allows 

differentiation of bitumen sands from water sands; 4. Near-wellbore resistivity inversions can accurately map pay 

in high salinity/low oil saturation areas. 

However, we wanted to improve our accuracy in estimating the bitumen sand and we turned to geostatistical 

methods which provide a useful tool for geophysical data integration. We present how the density and resistivity 

seismic volumes show improved correlation with the wells using new statistical methods. 

The inversion process 

Inversion is the process of deriving subsurface rock properties (density and P- and S-wave velocities) from seismic 

traces representing the earth’s reflectivity.  

For this project we had excellent quality seismic data set which includes the conventional (PP) component and the 

PS component (the waves propagate down as P-waves and come up as S-waves) processed as prestack time 

migrated (PSTM) stacks and gathers. Both PP and PS seismic gathers were used in joint PP-PS prestack inversion. 

During the inversion process seismic data was integrated with well data and geological (structural and 

stratigraphic) information. The resultant density seismic volume, presented in Figure 1, is consistent with the 

measured data represented by logs. 



 

 

 

Figure 1. Density section from joint PP-PS prestack inversion. Inserted in color are density logs for two wells 

projected on the seismic section. Sands are shown in yellow/red, shales in blue. 

The neural network prediction of engineering attributes 

The density and resistivity (deep ResD and RXOZ) seismic volumes were estimated using neural network analysis. 

The density/resistivity log data from a limited number of training wells along with seismic traces extracted at well 

locations from several seismic volumes (PP and PS PSTM stacks, attributes from PP and PS amplitude versus offset 

analysis, and attributes from joint PP-PS prestack inversion) were used to estimate one nonlinear relationship for 

each of the three kind of logs. These nonlinear relationships were applied to the 3D seismic volume where a 

pseudo-log (density or resistivity) was created at each seismic trace. The resultant density seismic is presented in 

Figure 2. The logs correlate better with the estimated seismic volume. 

 

Figure 2. Density section from NNA. Inserted in color are density logs for two wells projected on the seismic 

section. Sands are shown in yellow/red, shales in blue. 

The analysis window for the NNA was a little bit larger than the McMurray interval. One way to QC the predicted 

logs is by crossplotting against the real logs (Figure 3).  

a)  b)   c)  

Figure 3. Crossplot of predicted vs actual logs: a) Density, b) Deep Resistivity (ResD), c) Resistivity (RXOZ)  



 

 

Even if the correlation coefficients between the predicted and the real logs have values higher than 0.85, the 

crossplots show over and underestimations which we corrected with geostatistical method. 

The geostatistical method 

These seismically derived density and resistivity attribute volumes, when examined as a univariate distribution, 

show histograms that are smooth with values tightly centered on the mean when compared to histograms of the 

associated well log data (Figure 4, 5 and 6). The smoothness is a consequence of the lower resolution of seismic 

compared to well logs.  The narrowness of the histogram is a consequence of using log relationships to derive 

density for the inversion.  This process tends to over predict low density values and under predict high density 

values, with the greatest accuracy occurring at about 2150, which corresponds to the sand/shale boundary in 

density.  These histograms, compared to the histograms of the associated log data, represent potential prediction 

errors, which this method attempts to address. 

 

Figure 4. Histograms of the density well logs (left image), the extracted density attribute at the well locations from 

the NNA density volume (center image) and the NNA density volume after post processing (right image) 

 

Figure 5. Histograms of the deep resistivity (ResD) well logs (left image), the extracted density attribute at the well 

locations from the NNA ResD volume (center image) and the NNA ResD volume after post processing (right image) 



 

 

 

Figure 6. Histograms of the resistivity (RXOZ) well logs (left image), the extracted density attribute at the well 

locations from the NNA RXOZ volume (center image) and the NNA RXOZ volume after post processing (right image) 

The work began by quantifying the prediction error with the extensive number of remaining well logs that 

penetrate the seismic survey. The attribute volumes were carefully converted to the depth domain to minimize 

errors associated with the vertical placement of the well log data within the survey. 

When analyzing the quality of the attribute volumes as they related to the log data, we noticed a systemic 

deviation of values in the attribute volume and the log data. This deviation manifested in over prediction and 

under prediction in particular ranges of values, which negatively affected our ability to accurately interpret 

prospectivity, create gross sand maps and identify oil/water boundaries. To correct this systemic error and to 

create histograms that more accurately reflect the values seen in the log data histograms, post-processing was 

undertaken by leveraging the geospatial relationship of the log and attribute data.     

The depth converted attribute volumes were used to create relationships between the log data and the related 

seismic attributes using 3D collocated cokriging approach. The primary data in this case is the well log data 

upsampled to seismic resolution and placed into a 3D geocelluar grid coincident with the seismic attribute grid. 

The secondary data is the associated density or resistivity seismic attribute.  

The geostatistical process of 3D collocated cokriging utilizes a 3D variogram, and this variogram is required to 

control the region within which the relationship between the primary and secondary variables can be established. 

For every sample of the primary data, the variogram “searches” the attribute data to create a histogram of the 

secondary attribute for every sample of the primary. These sample by sample relationships of the primary (well 

log) data and secondary (seismic attribute) data are utilized to develop an overarching stationary nonlinear 

relationship between the primary and secondary datasets. By using a cokriging collocation coefficient value of 1 

the secondary dataset is essentially remapped to the values seen in the primary data. We utilized variograms that 

established a relationship in the region highly proximal to the wellbore to ensure we were relating data with high 

confidence to that of the secondary seismic attribute. 

Once the data has had the nonlinear shift applied, the resulting histogram of the attribute volume has a character 

that more closely matches that of the log data histogram. When evaluated qualitatively, it is apparent that the 

seismic attributes after the collocated cokriging post processing correlate to the log data to a higher degree. New 

wells drilled and logged within the seismic survey were used to QC this process, which has proven its value as 

these blind wells corroborate the post processed attribute information. This additional well data can also be used 

to repeat the process to further refine the collocated cokriging post processing results. Shown in the Figure 7 is an 

example of the well attribute tie to the seismic NNA predicated attribute before and after collocated cokriging. 

 



 

 

      
 

Figure 7. PP-PS NNA Density seismic (left) and the corresponding cokriged density section (right) Note the more 

accurate tie to the density log shown in red 

A crossplot of the cokrig density volume versus the NNA density (Figure 8) displays the nonlinear relationship 

between the two volumes. 

 

Figure 8. Crossplot of the NNA density volume (on the X axis) and the Cokrig Density Volume (on the Y axis). 

Conclusions 

The inversion process along with the neural network analyses were used in the prediction of engineering attributes 

such as density and resistivity. The errors associated with the estimated seismic volumes were carefully evaluated 

and reduced using geostatistics.  

When evaluated qualitatively, the seismic attributes obtained after the collocated cokriging post processing 

correlate to the log data to a higher degree. New wells drilled and logged within the seismic survey were used to 



 

 

QC this process, which has proven its value as these blind wells corroborate the post processed attribute 

information. 
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